Introduction
The following investigation into Jordan Wolfson's conceptual use of animated film and animatronics was motivated by an unprepared encounter with the film, Animation, masks,. It was recommended by an animator and friend who was both disturbed and bewildered by the ambivalent quality of the performance. Clicking the link put me face to face with a slick caricature of an instantly recognisable anti-Semitic stereotype, rendered in full animation and staring right out at me. The animation was playing on one tab and set against my desktop background, which was full of spreadsheets, desktop shortcuts and e-mail tabs. Behind me was the everyday muddle of an open plan academic office. This indifferent background accentuated the aliveness of the stereotype, which began to attract colleagues, who -like mecouldn't quite understand what they were watching. It did not feel like a film, more like a hack, which had infiltrated an otherwise typical day. At the same time, the violent history of the stereotype, which immediately summons up the horror of Hitlerism and Genocide, was complicated by the fact the image looked both professional and contemporary.
Traditional 'squash and stretch' animation techniques and CGI rendering solutions are used to emulate what Norman M Klein (1996:59) calls 'cartoon naturalism' -the tendency towards naturalistic illusion that Disney formalised as a factory style and has since dominated American animation production. The high technology setting of the Dreamworks character is however flattened out and alienated. Behind the character is a carousel of low-resolution stock images, which include New York loft apartments, streets packed with rubbish, and suburban interiors: middle class living rooms, kitchens and teenagers bedrooms. Everything in the film is derived from types: the background is made up of stock images of bourgeois or suburban types of world, while the 'evil Jew' dominates the foreground. The soundtrack is similarly estranged from the action. The dialogue does not synchronise with the transitions between mise-en-scene, sharpening the feeling that the character is mediating or standing in for people communicating in separation. This feeling was intensified when watching the film on a desktop, surrounded by others working on theirs.
The film, Animation, masks, has been evaluated by Linda Norden (2013) as an expression of generational angst and the accelerated sociality of the internet. Esther Leslie (2013) , by contrast, has focused on the way Wolfson draws out the falsehood of anti-Semitic stereotype with an estranged performance of its gestures. Although both of these readings are useful and important, Wolfson's strategy takes on a different dimension as the mobilisation of anti-Semitic conspiracies and codes have become more pervasive and crucial nodes for far right and fascist rebellion.
My own viewing of Animation, masks, was in 2016, in the middle of the American election and shortly after the Brexit result was announced. In 2017, Marine Le Pen organised her campaign for the French presidency around similar anti-immigrant and islamophobic positions to the Trump campaign. Alongside a flurry of rhetorical attacks on migrants, muslims and people of colour, both these campaigns mobilised hatred of technocratic or metropolitan 'elites'. Trump (2016) , in a final attack advertisement for the Presidential campaign, deployed a jarring anti-Semitic montage that targeted 'global special interests'. Le Pen, whose far right organisation have a history of Holocaust Denial, televised a speech to voters claiming 'the time has come to defeat globalists' (Reuters, 2017) . For both, the spectre of maligned global forces was invoked to indict their opponents in 'corruption' and 'treason'; blaming them for failing industries, immigration and a loss of supposed cultural values. Unlike the left-wing critique of elites, which however truncated, attempts to describe class antagonisms between a multiracial proletariat and capitalist oligarchy, the fascist version aims to organise an aggressive identification with white nationhood across the classes. For Trump, as with Le Pen, this political stratagem assumed a form of 'anti-establishment' opposition that substituted the dynastic histories of these two leaders for a persona adequate to the spectacle of popular rebellion.
In this essay, I will suggest that Animation, masks, leaves a social link to the accelerated circulation of conspiracy theory and fascist rebellion. Linda Norden (2013: 51) Wolfson's animated performances of memes and stereotypes will be set against the role of modern Anti-Semitism for post-crash cultural formations of the far right.
Witnessing Culture
The gesture of the 'Le Happy Merchant' meme is always the same: the caricature of a stereotypical 'Jew' with hook nose, grinning and rubbing its hands together. It is a classic fascist trope, which draws upon the historical caricature of Nazi propaganda. But the meme is actually derived from a white American comic artist known as A. Wyatt Mann (synonym for Nick Bougas ) -an associate of white supremacist groups in the 80s and 90s (Bernstein 2015) . It emerged on 4chan as a meme after the millennium and continues to be iterated by fascist networks to denote some grotesque tenor of Jewish conspiracy. The moodboard originally cited and illustrated by Norden (2013:53) In the five to six years since Animation, masks, was in production the ' Le Happy
Merchant' has continued to evolve from being a popular conspiratorial meme on It is now fully-documented that Jews are behind mass-immigration, feminism, the news media and Hollywood, pornography, the global banking system, global communism, the homosexual political agenda, the wars in the Middle East and virtually everything else the Alt-Right is opposed to.
What this 'Le Happy Merchant' artefact helps to clarify is the specific role of 'jewish conspiracy' for contemporary far right popular fronts. This racist projection can either be coded in reference to 'globalists' or 'global special interests' but is in effect summoning up a historical trope that has agency in these new times of crisis. Be it in oblique or explicit form, this invocation of a spectral power is intended to capitalise on a widespread hatred of capitalist power blocs, in order to promote white nationalist solutions to crisis. In a continuation of the 1930s Nazis conspiratorial schema, the 'Jews' for are invoked as an ethereal and unlimited power, responsible for economic crises, war and devastation. Though unlike the 1930s, or at least in America, the primary targets of persecution are racially oppressed groups that are specifically non-white: Muslims, Mexicans, Brown and Black people. Alongside LGBT people. these racialised groups are perceived as puppets of Jewish elites who conspire to destroy the 'white race', nation and family.
In the more recent context of rising nativism -Trump, Brexit and Le Pen being the most conjectural moments -the online circulation of Animation, masks, therefore takes on a more immanent relationship to a western society caught in the sails of political authoritarian insurgency. And in this way, the life of this artwork changes.
The performance is no longer restricted to the reflective covenant of the artworld.
Wolfson may have created Animation, masks, as a work to be exhibited in the white cube, but it also circulates amongst the slurry of anti-Semitic memes on the internet: a version of 'Le Happy Merchant' with higher production values. Whereas it may resonate in the white cube with arguments about the fragmentation of meaning and identity, it lives a second life as part of a campaign to mobilise a racist power bloc. Political actuality therefore changes the context in which Wolfson's work must be read. This context is better clarified when we ascertain to which class strata of the internet Wolfson is performing.
Although Wolfson's Animation, masks, now seems to acquire a dangerous complicity with 'alt-right' fascist networks, it also reveals something fundamental about the way that new political subjectivities were forming through the 4chan network over the last five or six years. This is a strength of the work, when compared to the complacent left-debates that saw Anonymous and 4chan as progressive networks of counter-cultural rebellion, assuming them to be left wing, when in fact they contain many combinations of racist, misogynist and libertarian positions. This mistake was compounded by the tendency to view the internet as a kind of 'unconscious' bubbling away behind normal life, rather than an extra-economic space that extrapolates from class, race and gender divisions in society: the place where political subjectivities are both forming and intervening in political reality. In this context, the value of Animation, masks, and others of
Wolfson's works is perhaps that they offer, despite the deficiencies in Wolfson's own critical strategy, an opportunity to read the social basis for these new reactionary political subjectivities.
Digital Suburb
Raspberry Poser (2012) Paris, staging narcissistic acts of rebellion. In another moment, he assumes the body of an 'angry cartoon kid' -derived from stock animation he purchased onlinewhich is then adapted by professional animators to directly address the audience.
In one scene it strangles itself and cuts open its own gut, whilst arrogantly smirking at its spectator. The spectator watches the film while sitting on the floor in a carpeted room, assuming the silhouette of a suburban adolescent watching TV.
Richard Birkett (2014) , who provides a strong reading of this film and Wolfson's other works, quotes the artist referring to the whole film as a 'poser'. which
Wolfson calls the measure of a subject 'that is what it is not' and can therefore be
'seen for what it is'. Wolfson's reflection on his childhood transition from being at a liberal New York school to a regular public school in a rich suburb of Connecticut, helps to elaborate the qualities of this motif. In an interview with Asher Penn (2012),
Wolfson recollects the way he was compelled to exercise conformity by innovating a character adequate to his new suburban environment:
I was Jewish and had learning disabilities… But, when I was in New York City, I was still Jewish and had learning disabilities, but it seemed like I was on top of the world…. [after moving] I learned about conformity. And I exercised conformity… I wasn't as exposed to these systems of social hierarchy that exist between kids at schools in more suburban settings-I never understood the concept of popularity until I moved to Connecticut.
In the same interview Wolfson discusses different phases in adolescence where he adopted various countercultural identities, such as the 'skateboarder', as he attempted to carve out a rebellious curvature to his identity in an environment that was vigorously conformist. Eventually this skateboarder phase petered out as he moved into art making. Wolfson says, 'art making was just something that was bigger than all of that for me… I had been part of this skate culture and I was a conformist. To a degree I was trading one badge for another' (Penn, 2002) . We see these experiences pulled into relief through the 'anti-establishment' persona or 'surrogates' that Wolfson performs in Raspberry Poser. In this film, the bearer of punk identity is performed by the stereotype, autonomy is subsumed within an image : it takes over, like a moving sculpture, acquiring a simulacrum of rebellion, while innovating conformity. Wolfson spells out the way the punk motif of rebellion can be seen, first from the outside, as someone looking on, and then through the mind of the one performed by it:
It was the distortion of sex and turning my body into a kind of object or sculpture and also a cliché of a certain type…
The punk is the conformist. He is the paradox of conformity and conformity in himself. That's how it started. But when I was shooting the video, I felt so proud to be this punk and everyone else looked so normal to me in their regular clothing. I felt like I got the whole punk thing wrong, but I didn't-I was just seeing it from the other side (Penn, 2012) .
In Raspberry Poser, Wolfson seems to be picking up on his experience of the suburb and tunnelling in on the narcissistic falsehoods of suburban rebellion. This film strengthens the social link constructed in Animation, masks, where we come face to face with the popular expression of a digital network that is imprisoned in a stereopathic rebellion against evil powers and outsiders. The suburb metamorphoses into what we can call the 'digital suburb', where angry cartoon kids -devolved into anonymous avatars -have the chance to become larger than life emanations of conformist fantasies and compensatory aggressions. 4chan is the ideal expression of the 'poser' finding a permanent modality of suburban rebellion.
In here, everyone is truly free to appropriate and humiliate everyone else.group through an identification against women and perceived political correctness. This is not rebellion as solidarity with others and the othered, but always narcissistically consumed in the class privileges of its own community and the feeling that these privileges are being alienated or restricted by inferiors and outsiders. As a result, the taboo being toyed with is always oriented to the degradation of the out-group category: women, Black, disabled, Jewish, queer, Muslim -no category of outsider goes unpunished.
In the previously mentioned analysis of the 'beta male', Nagle (2016) Both Animation, masks, and Raspberry Poser examine the operation of masks in relation to groups whose identities are formed in relation to their socialisation within suburbanised digital networks. Indeed, they are dialogic expressions of suburban angst, faux rebellion and stereotypy . However, there is great difference between the mask of the punk, which dates to the 1970s, and the 'evil Jew' which runs very deeply into the exploitation of racial division by reactionary power elites.
The difference is not only historical. Wolfson shows how subcultural identities can be more or less freely assumed and discarded by white teenagers. Punk 'provocation' returns with each generation, as each new generation discovers its gestures. The stereotype performed by Animation, masks, however, is a more systematic identification and one that is not freely assumed by anyone. It is a specific form of racism that continues to exist within our culture and which cannot be assumed and thrown off with nihilistic abandon. Rather, however ridiculous, it is imposed on those who are Jewish and becomes a keystone for a fascist conformism that poses as 'anti-establishment'. Indeed, this fantasy continues to circulate, imbued with the power to revive right-wing fantasies and mobilise electoral power.
Wolfson's performance of the 'poser' helps to ascertain a class position the artist is mirroring through a collaboration with the internet. The connection to 4chan
Anti-Semitism in Animation, masks, is complemented by a cartoonish construction of suburban rebellion in Raspberry Poser . The interplay of the 'punk' and 'angry cartoon kid' helps Wolfson to construct his poser motif : the subject that feigns rebellion by innovating conformity. Wolfson, however, bears witness to these developments in digital culture through a dangerous identification with a malicious media network and in this next section we begin to register the critical tensions of his aesthetic strategy. In focus here is the technique of ventriloquy that I argue is fundamental to Wolfson's conceptual performance as whole, producing artworks that strike up new symmetries with the maligned forces driving political authoritarian reaction.
Ventriloquies of Unreason
In Animation, masks, the 'evil Jew' deforms, to such a great extent, that the nose flops out like a gigantic phallus. In another sequence, the 'evil Jew' arches its back, seducing the spectator, hinting at a sexually transgressive nature, which Wolfson then carries over into a scripted conversation with an imaginary girlfriend, where they discuss the appearance of his genitals. In another sequence, the 'evil Jew' hides behind a vogue magazine, playing the scapegoat, the invisible power, which stands behind the degenerate culture that Daily Stormer perceived in the conspiracy of In one passage, Toscano and Kinkle (2014:43) refer to Sidney Lumet's Network (1976) as a successful historical representation of capitalism at the dawn of the neoliberal age. The film is set within a media network and describes a TV anchor in the midst of a corporate takeover. For Toscano and Kinkle (2014:43) , the exemplary scene in this film is that of Ned Beatty and Hume Cronyn metamorphosing into 'valets of financial abstraction'. Perched at either side of a board room, Beatty stands up and breaks out into a bizarre modernist soliloquy to describe, in fragmented and breathless garbled prose, the new world of multinational capital. In this wonderful and surreal sequence, Beatty appears to ventriloquise the abstract demands of capital, becoming a talking head, speaking in tongues about money, currencies, borderless expansions and turnover. Toscano and Kinkle (2014:44) link this scene to the way Marx (1974:254) in Das Kapital describes the capitalist not as an individual, but as a human being that has lost the autonomy of a subject; who has become, 'capital personified', with the sole aim to pursue 'ever more... wealth in the abstract'. In this inverted world, nobody is quite in control, even when they think it's all about them: agency is displaced from people to capital, from the living to economic value, the dead animating the living. This rendering of a subjectless subject, the bearer of capital, driven under the sway of capitalist unreason, connects to the way Wolfson himself steps into fetish forms, which he allows to take over and perform him. The 'evil Jew' stereotype that Wolfson performs, however perverse, exists as a truncated expression of capitalist dominion. This meme circulates as the expression of a world absented of critique, called upon as a substitute to explain a crisis that is ghostly and imperious precisely because no person or group is above the absolute monarchy of the system itself. Leslie (2013:17) , in this way, suggests that by acting out this stereotype in all its 'Jewishness' Wolfson shows us a 'cliche… which happens to be true, but only because the default of truth today is falsity'. In Leslie's reading, Wolfson is overidentifying with the violent absurdity of the anti-Semitic fetish in order to show us the falsity of the world from which it emerges. This capacity for estrangement in animation, Leslie (2013:17) Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer (1997:170) used the term 'ticket thinking' to describe entrapment in maligned identifications, They described this as the plane of ordinary thinking, not isolated to individuals, but a schema of conceptual identifications upon which we live our lives, where rationality is captured and votes cast:
Illusion has become so concentrated that to see through it objectively assumes the character of hallucination. To vote for a ticket, by contrast, means to practice adaptation to illusion petrified as reality, which endlessly reproduces itself through such adaptation. (170) The constant encouragement to identify with how society is and will always be encourages conformity through a constraint over our autonomy to think and gather freely, away from the compulsion to work and produce, pay the rent, buy homes and compete. The notion of 'hallucination' that Adorno and Horkheimer say is required to think objectively can be connected to Wolfson's voluntary freefall into the septic tank of the internet. When refused an encounter with conceptual underpinnings holding together reality, which are naturalised through the everyday, thinking is at risk of circulating what is already presupposed in advance. Extrapolating from the everyday and isolating its hallucinogenic and delirious contours, is one passage, in this inverted world, to objective thought. For Adorno and Horkheimer (1997: 166) This is precisely the dichotomy Adorno and Horkheimer (1997:137) perceived in their 'Elements of Anti-Semitism: Limits of Enlightenment' which even today provides crucial reading for understanding the fundamental conformity of fascism. Historically in the West, European Jews were excluded from the national workforce and forced to serve the circulation sphere, the realm of money, goods and knowledge. Adorno and Horkheimer's (1997:144) argued that a reasoned critique of economic crisis would note the interdependency of industry and finance, but this would necessarily inaugurate a critique of capitalism, tout court. Instead, an evil power is exorcised:
Trade was not his vocation, it was his fate. The Jews were the trauma of the knights of industry, who have to masquerade as productive creators… Having been prevented from putting down roots they were then criticized as rootless… the banker and the intellectual, money and mind, the exponents of circulation, are the disowned wishful image of those mutilated by power, an image which power uses to perpetuate itself,'
This narrative is familiar to both Anglophone and European political authoritarianism. orbited by the fascist group Jobbik, has taken a militant anti-immigration stance, saying, ' All who have come illegally should be picked up and taken away' -a call for violent deportation strategies from Europe's already deadly border regime that was immediately pounced upon by Breitbart headline writers as a cause for celebration (Tomlinson, 2016) . These strong armed 'anti-establishment' attacks on refugees correspond with an upsurge in both anti-Semitic and nativist structures of feeling in 
